Verandas
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A dry and clean terrace, every day
A veranda has a lot to offer: protection against rain, additional
space and an increase in the value of your home. You can enjoy
your veranda at any time, even during a rainstorm or a cold spring
day. Garden parties no longer suffer from rain and your garden
furniture stays dry throughout the season. A veranda is a typical
four season product.
Our verandas are tailor made with precision. We stand for the
quality of our verandas and therefore give guarantee for five years
after purchasing. In addition, our verandas meet the requirements
according to NEN 6702:2007. This means that our verandas are
resistant to heavy snow. You can enjoy your veranda in calmness
and safety. Verano® has four types of verandas and many
expansion options.

Types of verandas

V905-Iseo
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V918-Purbeck

“Fully equipped standard model”

“An exceptional intermediate model”

“English allure”

- Conveniently priced.
- Roof produced from 16 mm polycarbonate:
firmly and light in weight.
- Choice between two gutter profiles: standard
(round) or classic.
- Maximum width with two posts: 4 meter.
- Three standard colours: ivory (weghalen 		
9001), white (weghalen 9010)) and
anthracite structure paint finish (VS716).

- Many options.
- Roof produced from 16 mm polycarbonate
or layered safety glass 5.5.2.
- Choice between two gutter profiles: standard
(round) or classic.
- Maximum width with two posts: 5 meter 		
(increase included).
- Three standard colours: Ivory (weghalen 		
9001), White (weghalen 9010)) and
anthracite structure paint finish (VS716).

- Many options.
- Roof produced from 16 mm polycarbonate
or layered safety glass 5.5.2.
- Inspired by English Orangery.
- Maximum width with two posts: 5 meter 		
(increase included).
- Three standard colours: ivory (weghalen 		
9001)white (weghalen 9010) and
anthracite structure paint finish (VS716).
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V910-Garda
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Table: the number of required posts, depending on the size.
Type

Iseo

Garda

Purbeck

Riva

Malmö

V920-Riva

drop
(mm)
2000
2500
3000
3500
2000
2500
3000
3500
2000
2500
3000
3500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
2000
3000
4000
5000

wide (mm)
3000
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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wide (mm), the verandas are linked at more than 7000 (mm)

4000
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

5000
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

6000
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2

7000
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
3

V630-Malmö

8000
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

9000
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

10000 11000 12000 13000 14000
4
4
4
5
5
4
4
4
5
5
4
4
4
5
5
4
4
4
5
5
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4

Expansion options
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“Top quality glass”

“Unique and innovative”

Create a complete terrace with:

- Extremely sturdy, the ideal solution for
wider terraces.
- Roof produced from layered safety glass
5.5.2: elegant and firm.
- An extra stable gutter profile to create a
wider veranda without an extra post.
- Maximum width with two posts: 6,5 meter.
- Three standard colours: ivory (weghalen 		
9001)), white (weghalen 9010) and
anthracite structure paint finish (VS716).

- Combination between a veranda and a
sun awning.
- The veranda is made of a sun
protection fabric.
- The fabric can be rolled out electrical.
- Maximum width with two posts: 6 meter.
- Choice between all RAL-colors for the frame,
without additional costs.
- Transformable into a veranda sun
protection solution.

-
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Fixed glass wall Serena.
Sliding door Solano.
Flexible, sliding glass wall Sa Caleta.
Luxury glass wall V762-Talamanca.
Wind screens V745-Lüderitz and
V730-Biarritz.
- Ritzscreen®.
- Veranda sun protection, on the top
and bottom.
- Jondal gusset frame.

The Iseo veranda is our standard model. Do not be fooled by
the term ‘standard’, because the Iseo veranda is amazingly
complete. The Iseo veranda is unique due to the understated
style, solid materials and the modern design. And all for a very
favorable price.

“A veranda offers
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much comfort”

“Fully equipped standard model” | V905 - Iseo

Expansion options for the Iseo:

Standard gutter profile

- Build-in lightning (Halogen or LED);
- Polycarbonate sun protection;
- Veranda sun protection, on the top and bottom;
- Verano® Ritzscreen®;
- Verano® sliding glass wall;
- Verano® fixed glass wall;
- Verano® sliding door;
- Verano® wind screen.

Classic gutter profile

Ivory

Verano® tip: the Iseo veranda is equipped with a
polycarbonate roof. If you want a garden room
fully of glass with glass walls included, we advise
you to choose the Garda or Riva veranda.
Both verandas are equipped with a glass roof.

White

Build-in lighting

Anthracite structure paint finish
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The Garda is an exceptional good veranda for the intermediate
segment. Due to the beautiful finish you are not only enjoying
practical comfort, but also an elegant view. You can choose
a polycarbonate roof or a roof of layered safety glass.
Polycarbonate is light weighted and favorable priced. Glass
isolates, creates an elegant appearance and gives pleasant
light.

“Celebrate the good life

in your own garden!”
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“An exceptional intermediate model” | V910 - Garda

Expansion options for the Garda:

V918-Purbeck: Victorian veranda

- Build-in lightning (Halogen or LED);
- Polycarbonate sun protection;
- Veranda sun protection, on the top and bottom;
- Verano® Ritzscreen®;
- Verano® sliding glass wall;
- Verano® fixed glass wall;
- Verano® sliding door;
- Verano® wind screen.

The Purbeck is a rural veranda with English allure.
The fundament is formed by the solid and elegant
Garda. The modern design is replaced by graceful
details, decorative ornamentation and a classic gutter.
This veranda is inspired by the English Orangery
and looks fantastic with an older building.

Standard
gutter profile

Classic
gutter profile

Ivory

White
Build-in lighting

Anthracite structure paint finish
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This veranda is extremely sturdy due to the robust construction.
The luxury design and the perfect finish make this Riva veranda
an elegant item for your garden. When the Riva veranda has a
width of 6,5 meter, it only needs two posts. Nothing will stand
in the way of your beautiful garden.
Verano® tip: you can create even more comfort with the
expansion options for the Riva veranda. For example with
integrated lightning, glass walls or a glass sliding door.

“Home sweet home”
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“Top quality glass” | V920 - Riva

Expansion options for the Riva:
- Build-in lightning (Halogen or LED);
- Veranda sun protection, on the top and bottom;
- Verano® Ritzscreen®;
- Verano® sliding glass wall;
- Verano® fixed glass wall;
- Verano® sliding door;
- Verano® wind screen;
- Also performable with polycarbonate (16 mm).

Ivory

White
Build-in lightning

Anthracite structure paint finish
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“Unique and innovative” | V630 - Malmö

The Malmö is robust, but also refined. Solid, but also
light weighted. A veranda, but also a sun awning.

“Enjoy the outdoor living
without any borders”

A sun awning on posts or a veranda made of a sun protection
fabric. The Malmö is both! This innovation in outdoor living
combines the benefits of a sun awning with the benefits of a
veranda. The robust posts care for solid sturdiness to gusts
of wind and the sun protection fabric blocks dangerous UV
radiation. When you want to enjoy the sun, you can fold
the fabric of the Malmö. This is also a way to regulate
sunlight into your home.
Verano® tip: the Malmö can be turned into veranda sun
protection when the posts are removed.

Expansion options for the Malmö:
- Verano® wind screen.

Malmö applied as veranda sun protection.
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“A glass terrace” | Glass walls

V785 – Serena fixed glass wall
You can close your veranda on the sides with the Serena
fixed glass wall. With this solution you can enjoy your garden
sheltered from all weather influences. The Serena fixed glass
wall fits perfectly into a Verano® veranda.

Get the most out of a veranda with the Verano®
expansion options. Enjoy your veranda not only in dry
conditions, but also without any wind, noise, insects
or dangerous UV radiation.

V790-Solano sliding door
The Solano is a solid sliding door made of layered safety glass.
A veranda can be closed on both the sides and front side
when the Solano is combined with the Serena fixed glass wall.
Create a perfect transition between nature and living with this
pleasant solution.

A perfect connection between
outdoor and indoor”
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“A glass terrace” | Glass walls
V762-Talamanca

V760-Sa Caleta: flexible glass sliding wall
The Sa Caleta consist of vertical sliding glass panels that can
be opened or closed separate from each other with a floor
rail. You decide which part of the veranda is closed or
opened. This offers a very playful effect.

V760-Sa Caleta

V762-Talamanca: luxury sliding glass wall
The V762-Talamanc glass wall consist of separate panels
that can be closed or opened with an ingenious sliding
system. The remaining panels are pulled along automatically when moving the first panel. This provides additional
leisure and comfort when closing your veranda. A big
advantage of the Talamanca is the option to lock the
glass wall with a cylinder lock.
V760-Sa Caleta

The V762-Talamanca is a complete transparent and stable
glass wall that provides protection against all weather
influences. The glass panels can be slide in as one package,
creating a big and wide passage.
This sliding glass system is suitable for many situations
besides verandas due to the low stepping, solid sealing
and free drainage. For example to close of a balcony or
an inside space.

V762-Talamanca
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Glass wall alternatives

V730-Biarritz wind screen
Place the Biarritz wind screen against your veranda and
you will not suffer from a cold wind anymore. You can enjoy
the outdoor living longer and your veranda is utilized to
the maximum. The Biarritz wind screen can also be used
separately.

V745-Lüderitz wind screen
The Lüderitz is unique due to the fact that the wind screen is
extendable. When you prefer a cool breeze, you can slide
down the wind screen. Do you prefer a spot without any
wind? Then you can slide the wind screen up very easily.
The Lüderitz is an ideal expansion for your veranda.

V750-Martinique fence
The Martinique has an aluminum framework and can be filled
with different materials: movable blades, glass or a perforation
plate. With this materials you can create a modern and elegant
fence which you can place against your veranda. This fence can
also be applied as garden fencing.
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Extra options
Veranda sun protection
The sun is delightful, but the temperature rises fast
underneath a veranda. Verano® veranda sun protection
provides the solution. This kind of sun protection is located
on the glass roof and blocks sunlight before it enters the
veranda. You can open and close the veranda sun
protection at any time.

V599 – Ritzscreen®
A Ritzscreen® is flat hanging sun protection that is zipped on
the side or front side of the veranda. The special screen fabric
protects against sunlight, wind and insects. It is not possible
to look through the fabric from the outside, the view from the
inside stays maintained. A Ritzscreen® can be performed with
an electrical motor.

V650 – Tallin busk sun protection
The Tallin busk sun protection is attached to the inner side
of the veranda. De sun protection fabric is pleasantly draped
at the bottom of the roof, provides optimal sun protection
and is not exposed to rain and snow. Aesthetic and practical
at the same time.

Flower boxes and pond boxes
To make the outdoor living experience complete, Verano®
created a special line of flower boxes and pond boxes. This
aluminum garden decoration has a long lifespan and requires
a minimum of maintenance. Also important: the flower boxes
and pond boxes are produces with the same aluminum as the
Verano® verandas and fences. You can create an unique entity
in your garden.
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About Verano®

About Verano®
Verano® products are of excellent quality, easy in use
and tailor made.
Comfort is important to Verano®. Our sun protection
solutions are therefore designed to make life easier
and more enjoyable.
Visit our website www.verano.eu and be inspired
with the extended collections of interior sun protection,
exterior sun protection, outdoor living, roller shutters
and garage doors.
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Verano Netherlands
Bedrijfsweg 8
NL - 5683 CP Best
Tel. +31(0)499 330 335
www.verano.eu

facebook.com/verano.nl

@veranobv

Verano Belgium
Marlylaan 15
B - 1120 Neder-Over-Heembeek
Tel. +32(0)2 270 42 02
www.verano.be

linkedin.com/company/verano-b.v.

Exterior sun protection | Roller shutters | Outdoor living | Interior sun protection | Garage doors

Your Verano® dealer

comfort at home

comfort at work

comfort in design

